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(54) Enhanced security design for cryptography in mobile communication systems

(57) A basic idea according to the invention is to en-
hance or update the basic cryptographic security algo-
rithms by an algorithm-specific modification of the secu-
rity key information generated in the normal key agree-
ment procedure of the mobile communication system.
For communication with the mobile terminal, the network
side normally selects an enhanced version of one of the
basic cryptographic security algorithms supported by the
mobile, and transmits information representative of the

selected algorithm to the mobile terminal. The basic se-
curity key resulting from the key agreement procedure
(AKA, 10) between the mobile terminal and the network
is then modified (22) in dependence on the selected al-
gorithm to generate an algorithm-specific security key.
The basic security algorithm (24) is then applied with this
algorithm-specific security key as key input to enhance
security for protected communication in the mobile com-
munications network.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to cryp-
tographic issues in communication systems, and more
particularly to security enhancements for GSM (Global
System for Mobile communication), UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System) and similar com-
munication systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In mobile communications, e.g. according to the
GSM or UMTS standard, security is of utmost impor-
tance. This is very much related to the increased use of
mobile communications in business relations and for pri-
vate communication. It is now known that for example
GSM suffers from security problems. As recently de-
scribed in reference [1], it is possible to retrieve the en-
cryption key by breaking the A5/2 cryptographic algo-
rithm. There are three basic algorithm choices for circuit
switched data, A5/1, A5/2, A5/3 and three basic algo-
rithms for packet data, GEA1, GEA2 and GEA3. It should
however be noted that there are also stronger 128-bit
algorithms denoted A5/4 and GEA4. The terminal signals
its capabilities, in particular the set of crypto algorithms
it supports, to the network. The network then selects
which crypto algorithm to use. Note that this signaling is
unprotected. Thus the terminal has no chance to detect
if and when an attacker is signaling that it should use
A5/2 and that this information originates from a legitimate
operator.
[0003] Generally, there are at least three types of at-
tacks. The first type involves an attacker that intercepts
and decrypts traffic when the system is using the broken
A5/2 algorithm.
[0004] The second type of attack comprises intercep-
tion of traffic associated with the AKA procedure to record
traffic data and the RAND value that is used. Later, a
false base station can make the mobile terminal execute
an AKA procedure using the previously recorded RAND
and then encrypt the traffic using the A5/2 algorithm,
which enables the attacker to retrieve the crypto key Kc.
Due to the simple dependence on RAND this key, Kc,
will be the same key as was used to protect the recorded
traffic.
[0005] The third type of attack involves an active man-
in-the-middle forcing the terminal to use the A5/2 algo-
rithm, thereby enabling calculation of the crypto key.
[0006] The UMTS standard advises methods that
overcome most of these problems. However, a scenario
is foreseen in which GSM terminals will be used during
a considerable period of time until UMTS terminals have
become property of the great majority of users. In fact,
many advanced services will be available on GSM
phones and users may be reluctant to exchange their
phones until at a later time.

[0007] In addition, while UMTS has countermeasures
that make it resistant to these attacks, there is of course
a worry that future advances in crypto-analysis discover
that similar problems exist also there and/or in other com-
munication systems. Moreover, there could be security
problems involved when roaming between different types
of networks, such as GSM and UMTS networks.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention overcomes these and
other drawbacks of the prior art arrangements.
[0009] It is a general object of the present invention to
provide an enhanced security design for communication
systems.
[0010] In particular, it is an object of the invention to
provide security enhancements for encrypted communi-
cation that is based on key agreements in mobile com-
munication systems such as GSM and UMTS.
[0011] It is a special object to improve key manage-
ment for GSM and UMTS to limit the impact of the break-
ing of A5/2 and future attacks on other algorithms.
[0012] It has been recognized that a main flaw in the
prior art security designs is that although the cryptograph-
ic security key depends on some random challenge, the
same key is used independent of the actual security al-
gorithm. A basic idea according to the invention is to en-
hance or update the basic cryptographic security algo-
rithms by an algorithm-specific modification of the secu-
rity key generated in the normal key agreement proce-
dure of the mobile communication system.
[0013] For communication between the mobile termi-
nal and the network side, an enhanced version of one of
the basic cryptographic security algorithms supported by
the mobile is normally selected, either by the network
side or based on a mutual agreement between the mobile
and the network side. The basic security key resulting
from the key agreement procedure between the mobile
terminal and the network is then modified in dependence
on information representative of the selected algorithm
to generate an algorithm-specific security key. The basic
security algorithm is finally applied with the algorithm-
specific security key as key input to enhance security for
protected communication in the mobile communications
network.
[0014] As mentioned, the algorithm selection may be
performed on the network side, in which case the network
side transmits information representative of the selected
algorithm to the mobile terminal. This solutions is for ex-
ample consistent with GSM of today, where the A5/1 to
A5/3 algorithms are selected by the network.
[0015] Alternatively, however, especially for other
communication systems, the selection of enhanced se-
curity algorithm according to the invention may, if desired,
be based on an agreement between the mobile terminal
and the network side, e.g. performed by means of a hand-
shake procedure, answer-offer or similar negotiation pro-
tocol.
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[0016] Preferably, the original hardware-implemented
algorithms remain the same (at least in the mobile termi-
nal), and for each original algorithm that needs security
enhancement, an updated (virtual) security algorithm
such as an enhanced ciphering/crypto algorithm is de-
fined based on the original algorithm together with the
algorithm-specific key modification. The key modification
is typically realized by a key-modifying function, which
processes the input key based on an algorithm identifier
or similar information representative of the selected al-
gorithm and perhaps some additional data to generate a
modified key, which is forwarded to the original, security
algorithm,
[0017] If it is desirable to support not only the enhanced
versions of the security algorithms but also maintain sup-
port for the basic algorithms, e.g. for interoperability pur-
poses, the algorithm identifier has to be able to distin-
guish between the original basic security algorithms and
the enhanced security algorithms.
[0018] In practice, the basic solution only requires soft-
ware updates in the terminals and/or in the network sys-
tem. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the prob-
lem is basically solved by modifying the terminals and
letting them signal that they (only) support updated en-
hanced versions of the original basic algorithms. Stand-
ardization efforts can be kept to a minimum, since only
the modifying function and the algorithm identifiers need
to be standardized.
[0019] On the network side, the algorithm selection,
key modification and cryptographic security processing
such as ciphering may be implemented in a single node,
or distributed over several nodes. Often, algorithm se-
lection and key modification is implemented in the same
node, Alternatively, however, the algorithm selection and
key modification may be distributed over more than one
network node if desired. For example, one node may
calculate algorithm-specific keys for a whole set of secu-
rity algorithms and transfer the keys to another node,
which then selects an enhanced version of a security
algorithm and extracts or derives the appropriate key
from the received set of keys. Depending on the system
implementation, the actual ciphering or other security
processing may be performed in the same node in which
the key was derived or in a separate node.
[0020] The invention also provides support for replay
protection, basic network authentication and/or secure
algorithm selection, preferably based on encoding or em-
bedding information into existing AKA information such
as the random challenge used in the AKA procedure with
the mobile terminal. Network anthentication is preferably
accomplished by embedding key-dependent authentica-
tion information such as a MAC (Message Authentication
Code) that can be verified by the mobile terminal. By
calculating the MAC over replay protection information
and/or information on the algorithms allowed by the home
network, this information will receive some integrity pro-
tection, resulting in secure replay protection and/or se-
cure algorithm selection.

[0021] Although the currently most urgent problem
concerns broken GSM algorithms, it is clear that the key
modification is useful not only in GSM, but also in UMTS,
CDMA or future generation systems, to proactively en-
sure that similar (perhaps yet undiscovered) problems
will not show up later, since the key derivation there is
currently also algorithm-independent. In effect, the inven-
tion is applicable in various communications systems,
e.g. including GSM/GPRS, W-LAN (Wireless Local Area
Network), UMTS and IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem)
systems.
[0022] The invention thus provides a remedy to a basic
security design flaw in e.g. the GSM/UMTS AKA proce-
dures. The proposed solution fits nicely into the existing
protocol framework and has limited implementation con-
sequences which makes a rapid deployment possible.
[0023] The invention offers the following advantages:

• Efficient solution to a basic security design flaw;

• It is sufficient to modify the key, while allowing the
original algorithms implemented in hardware to re-
main the same.

• Minimal standardization effort;

• Fits nicely into the existing protocol framework; and

• Limited implementation consequences, which
makes a rapid deployment possible.

[0024] Other advantages offered by the present inven-
tion will be appreciated upon reading of the below de-
scription of the embodiments of the invention,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The invention, together with further objects and
advantages thereof, will be best understood by reference
to the following description taken together with the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a ba-
sic solution according to an exemplary, preferred
embodiment of the invention with an overall algo-
rithm defined by a algorithm-specific key modifica-
tion in combination with an original basic crypto al-
gorithm;

Fig. 2 is a schematic flow diagram of a method for
enhancing security for protected communication in
a mobile communications system according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic basic signal diagram according
to an exemplary, preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion;

3 4 
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Fig. 4 is a schematic block diagram iliustrating rele-
vant parts of a mobile terminal according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the invention, implementing
an algorithm-specific key modification;

Fig. 5 illastrates an exemplary network architecture,
illustrating the involved nodes for different types of
communication systems;

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an overview
of the chanced cipher mode setup and key modifi-
cation procedure according to a specific, exemplary
embodiment of the invention; and

Fig. 7 is a schematic basic signal diagram according
to a further exemplary, preferred embodiment of the
mention, including security algorithm enhancements
with integrated replay protection and network au-
thentication.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF 
THE INVENTION

[0026] It may be useful to begin with a brief analysis
of the basic security flaws in GSM. One flaw in the present
design is that the key used for all algorithms is derived
in the same way independent of the ciphering algorithm
to be used. If this hadn’t been the case, breaking of A5/2
would have meant just that, and the type 2 and 3 attacks
mentioned in the background section could not have
been used to intercept traffic protected with other algo-
rithms.
[0027] Furthermore the seriousness of the design error
is increased by the fact that the signaling is unprotected
(there is no network authentication and consequently no
integrity or replay protection). As mentioned, this is cor-
rected in UMTS. It might seem that improving the security
of GSM to that of UMTS will fix the problems. However,
this requires modifications to AuC (Authentication Cent-
er), base stations, terminals and SIM (Subscriber Identity
Module) cards, and this would be a very costly way of
solving the problems.
[0028] The invention on the other hand provides a rem-
edy to this type of security flaws, primarily based on al-
gorithm-specific modification of the AKA keying material.
With reference to Fig. 1, it can be seen that the keying
material provided by the standard AKA procedure 10 is
used as input to an enhanced security algorithm 20,
which is formed by a key modification 22 in combination
with an original security algorithm 24. In order to ensure
algorithm-dependent keying material as output from the
modify unit, information representing or otherwise iden-
tifying a selected algorithm is applied as input to the mod-
ify unit. Although the invention does not increase the se-
curity of underlying basic algorithms as such, the key
material is not so useful for attacks on any of the other
algorithms. The key modification is normally performed
by a cryptographic modify function, which at least should

be a one-way function and preferably a pseudo-random
function. For example, the cryptographic modify function
may be implemented as a cryptographic hash function.
Other AkA-related information, such as RAND and RES
from the AKA procedure, may optionally be introduced
to make pre-calculation attacks infeasible, and optional
context information may also be introduced if other types
of bindding-down attacks can be identifier.
[0029] The security processing of the security algo-
rithms is typically related to data confidentiality and ci-
phering, but may alternatively be concerned with data
integrity and/or authentication.
[0030] The key modification can be regarded as an
algorithm pre-processing, but can also be seen as an
AKA post-processing, in which the output key from the
standard AKA procedure is post-processed to produce
an algorithm-dependent key. This is merely a matter of
definition,
[0031] Fig. 2 is a schematic flow diagram of a method
for enhancing security for protected communication in a
mobile communications system according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention. In step S1, a key agreement
procedure, usually as part of a complete AKA procedure
involving also authentication of the mobile terminal is per-
formed, In step S2, an enhanced version or upgrade of
one of the basic security algorithms is selected, on the
network side or based on a mutual agreement between
the mobile terminal and the network side. As previously
indicated, the enhanced security algorithms are often se-
curity-enhanced ciphering/crypto algorithms, although
other types of security processing may be of interest. If
the algorithm is selected on the network side, infomation
representative of the selected algorithm is transmitted
from the network side to the mobile terminal. In this case,
if the mobile is in the home network, the algorithm selec-
tion is usually made by the home network. If the mobile
roams in a visited network, the visited network usually
makes the algorithm selection according to some prede-
termined policy. The selection made by the visited net-
work may finally be checked against a security policy of
the home network such that the selected algorithm is
accepted by the home network. Alternatively, a negotia-
tion between the mobile terminal and the network side is
performed to decide which security algorithm to use, e.g.
by means of a handshake procedure.
[0032] Anyway, there is finally some agreement on
which security algorithm to use for protected communi-
cation with the mobile terminal The particular order in
which the algorithm agreement and the key agreement
is performed is usually not critical although it may be ad-
vantageous to perform the algorithm agreement after
successful authentication of the mobile terminal. In step
S3, key information, typically a basic security key, from
the key agreement procedure of step S1 is modified to
generate algorithm-specific key information. In step S4,
the corresponding basic security algorithm is then ap-
plied the modified and algorithm-specific key information
as key input, By making the security key information al-
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gorithm-specific or algorithm-dependent, the security for
the protected communication between the network and
the mobile terminal is enhanced.
[0033] The algorithm-specific key modification and the
use of the modified key information is preferably imple-
mented in the mobile terminal as well as on the network
side, but at least on the terminal side. Considering the
great member of mobile terminals that may be affected
by a broken security algorithm, it may be very advanta-
geous to implement the key modification in software, and
simply perform a software upgrade of the terminals. This
means that the original hardware-implemented algo-
rithms may remain the same, significantly limiting the im-
plementational consequences. The key modification is
typically realized by a software-implemented key-modi-
fying function such as a one-way orptographic hash func-
tion, which processes the input key based on an algorithm
identifier and perhaps some additional data to generate
a modified key, which is subsequent forwarded to the
original security algorithm. Similarly, the relevant network
node or nodes may be updated by means of software
upgrades.
[0034] Basically, the invention suggest a modification
of the keying material produced in standard AKA proce-
dures, such as GSM AKA and UMTS AKA, to generate
algorithm-dependent keys, Although the invention is gen-
erally applicable in various communication systems in-
cluding GSM, GPRS, W-LAN, CDMA, UMTS, IMS or fu-
ture generation systems, the invention will now primarily
be described in the context of GSM/GPRS and UMTS
AKA procedures.
[0035] A specific example for GSM AKA:

Kc’ = GSM_Modify (Kc, Algorithm_Id, [RAND, RES,
Other_context_info])

and for UMTS:

Ck’, Ik’ = UMTS_Modify (Ck, Ik, Algorithm_Id,
[RAND, RES, Other_context_info])

[0036] where the GSM_Modiry ( ) and UMTS_Modify
( ) functions are cryptographic function, for example
based on MD5, SHAI or some variant thereof, truncating
to the left-most 64/128 bits, respectively. In the UMTS
case, it is also possible to use some function that takes
both Ck and Ik as input to produce a 256-bits output. The
RAND may be introduced to make pre-calculation attacks
infeasible. For ister-MSC handovers and similar hando-
vers in other systems, the RAND is then typically trans-
ferred together with the standard handover information
from the old MSC to the new MSC,
[0037] In the following, the invention will primarily be
described with reference to the scenario in which the al-
gorithm selection is performed on the network side. It
shoulded however be understood that it is equally feasi-
ble to implement a basic hand-shake procedure or similar
negotiation mechanism in which the mobile terminal and

the network side agrees on which security algorithm to
use for the protected communication.
[0038] It may be useful to describe the general signal-
ing between terminal and network side according to an
exemplary, preferred embodimemt of the invention, re-
ferring to Fig. 3.

1. The terminal signals which updated algorithms
that it supports, as well as a user or subscriber ID.

[0039] The network side (involving the home network
and/or visited network as and when required by a con-
ventional AKA procedure) initiates authentication and
key agreement by creating a RAND, calculating an ex-
pected response and one or more keys. Based on the
subscriber ID, the relevant shared secret subscriber key
can be retrieved on the network side to enable the AKA
calculations.

2. The network sends RAND to the terminal.

3. The terminal enters RAND into the GSM SIM,
UMTS SIM, ISIM or similar functionality and gets,
based on a shared subscriber key, a response RES
and one or more keys.

4. The terminal sends RES to the network side.

5. The network side checks RES to authenticate the
terminal. When the mobile is in the home network,
the home network checks the RES against an ex-
pected response XRES. When the mobile terminal
is in a visited network, the visited network normally
checks the RES by comparison with XRES received
from the home network. In GSM terminology, RES
and XRES are normally both referred to as SRES.

6. In this example, the network side (home network
or visited network depending on where the mobile is
situated) preferable selects one of the updated al-
gorithms supported by the terminal and initiates ci-
phering. Naturally, the network side also has to sup-
port the selected enhanced security algorithm.

7. The network side sends the algorithm ID to the
terminal.

8. The terminal initiates ciphering based on the se-
lected updated algorithm including algoritm-depend-
ent key modification.

[0040] If it is desirable to support not only the enhanced
versions of the security algorithms but also maintain sup-
port for the basic algorithms, e.g. for interoperability pur-
poses, the algorithm identifier has to be able to distin-
guish between the original basic security algorithms and
the enhanced security algorithms.
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[0041] New enhanced crypto algoritlims, here repre-
sented by A5/1’, A5/2’, ..., A5/k’, ..., GEA1’, GEA2’, ....,
GEAm’ for the particular case of GSM and GPRS cipher-
ing, have thus been defined. For generality, it is assumed
that there are a number, k, of A5 algorithms and a
number, m, of GEA algorithms, where normally k = m =
4. As previously described, each of the enhanced algo-
rithms is formed by algorithm-specific key modification
in combination with the corresponding basic algorithm.
If the network for some reason selects a basic security
algorithm, the AKA key will be passed transparently with-
out modification to the basic algorithm.
[0042] Naturally, other ways of distinguishing the al-
gorithm identifiers may be used, e.g. based on binary or
hexadecimal representations.
[0043] For example, since GSM is currently specified
to support up to eight algorithms, a simple way would be
to let A5/j, where j=5, 6, 7 and 8 denote A5/1’, A5/2’, A5/3’
and A5/4’, respectively. Concerning the 128-bit algo-
rithms A5/4 and also GEA4, it may not be necessary to
provide enhanced variants, since they are considered,
at least presently, to be very strong.
[0044] If it is desired to support only the updated en-

Table I below illustrates a possible example of 
algorithm identifiers for the basic GSM/GPRS crypto 

algorithms and a corresponding set of enhanced 
crypto algorithms:

Basic security 
algorithms:

Algorithm ID

A5/1 1

A5/2 2

... ...

A5/k k

GEA1 k+1

GEA2 k+2

... ...

GEAm k+m

Enhanced security 
algorithms:

Algorithm ID

A5/1’ (K+m)+1

A5/2’ (k+m)+2

... ...

A5/k’ (k+m)+k

GEA1’ (k+m+k)+1

GEA2’ (k+m+k)+2

... ...

GEAm’ (k+m+k)+m

hanced algorithms, a possible example of algorithm iden-
tifiers for the proposed enhanced GSM/GPRS crypto al-
gorithms is given in Table II below.

[0045] An exemplary solution is to upgrade the termi-
nals and let them signal that they only support updated
version of the (current) basic algorithms. This can be
done by defining new crypto algorithms, e.g, A5/1’,
A5/2’, ..., A5/k’, GEA1’, GEA2’, ..., GEAm’ for the partic-
ular case of GSM and GPRS, or by an indication in the
signaling of general terminal capabilities.
[0046] An example of a complete procedure can be
described as:

1. The terminal signals support of A5/x’, A5/y’, ...,
and also sends the user or subscriber ID.

2. The network sends RAND to the terminal.

3. The terminal enters the RAND into the SIM and
gets RES and Kc.

4. The terminal sends RES to the network.

5. The network checks RES.

6. After successful authentication, the network se-
lects a supported algorithm, e.g. A5/y’, and initiates
ciphering with use of A5/y’.

7. The network sends the algorithm identifier of A5/y’
to the terminal.

8. The terminal initiates ciphering with use of the up-
dated algorithm A5/y’=(key modification and A5/y).
In practice, this typically means that the terminal cal-
culates the modified key to be used by performing
Kc’ = Modify (Kc, A5/’y’_identifier, [RBS],[RAND])
and applies the modified key Kc’ to the original hard-
ware algorithm A5/y.

[0047] As mentioned above, the modifying function
should at least be a one-way function, preferably a pseu-

Enhanced security algorithms: Algorithm ID

A5/1’ 1

A5/2’ 2

... ...

A5/k’ k

GEA1’ k+1

GEA2’ k+2

... ...

GEAm’ k+m

9 10 
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do-random function. A keyed standard cryptographic
hash function like MD5, SHA-1, or some variant thereof,
e.g. HMAC, can be used. If desired, it is even possible
to change (increase/decrease) the size of the basic AKA
key by means of the modifying function, For example,
key processing and/or concatenation of key material may
be employed to increase the final key size. For instance
the modification unit may invoke the SIM a second time
using RAND plus a predetermined constant as a new
random challenge and concatenate the first AKA key with
the second AKA key to generate a new double-sized key,
which may subsequently be made algorithm-specific by
means of a cryptographic one-way function. Another ex-
ample involves processing of the AKA key, e.g. by shifting
bits, to generate a processed AKA key, which may then
be concatenated wift the original AKA key to increase
the key size. Naturally, the modification unit may include
other security enhancement functions that can be com-
bined with the algorithm-specific key modification pro-
posed by the invention.
[0048] Fig. 4 is a schematic block diagram of the rel-
evant parts of a mobile terminal according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the invention, implementing an al-
gorithm-specific key modification, Normally, the AKA
functionality 10 is implemented in a standard identity
module (IM) 15 such as the GSM SIM card, but may
alternatively be provided elsewhere in the mobile termi-
nal 100. The AKA output key(s) is then forwarded, op-
tionally together with RAND, RES and/or context infor-
mation, to the inventive key modification module 22. The
key modification module 22 processes the AKA output
key(s) in response to an algorithm identifier representa-
tive of the selected security algorithm to generate an se-
curity key. This modified key is then transferred to the
basic security algorithm 24, here exemplified by a crypto
algorithm, such as e.g. any of the original AS/1, A5/2,
AS/3, GEA1, GBA2 and GEA3 algorithms. Of course, the
basic security algorithm 24 also receives the infoforma-
tion to be protected by the security algorithm. In the case
of encryption, so-called "clear text" data is encrypted by
the security algorithm based on the algorithm-specific
security key to generate encrypted output data. The key
modification module 22 is normally implemented as ter-
minal softwere/hardware, preferably by using the general
terminal capabilities of the mobile 100. As mentioned, it
is advantageous to implement the key modification as a
software upgrade based on a suitable cryptographic
modify function for execution by terminal processing
hardware. However, if some mobile designer/manufac-
turer wants all cryptographic functions to be in hardware,
there is nothing that prevents a hardware implementation
of the key modification. For example, new GSM phones
may be provided with an additional key modification hard-
ware module that is arranged for cooperation with the
AKA module and the ordinary basic cryptographic cipher-
ing algorithm. The crypto algorithm 24 is typically realized
in terminal hardware, preferably close to the RX/TX chain
30. The identity module 15 can be any tamper-resistant

identity module known to the art, including standard SIM
cards used in GSM (Global System for Mobile Commu-
nications) mobile telephones, UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System) SIM (USIM), WAP (Wire-
less Application Protocol) SIM, also known as WIM, ISIM
(IP multimedia Subsystem Identity Module) and, more
generally, UICC (Universal Integrated Circuit Card) mod-
ules. The AKA functionality does not necessarily have to
be implemented in an identity module, or at least not in
a hardware module such as the ordinary SIM. It is even
possible to emulate an entire identity module including
AKA functionality in software.
[0049] As mentioned, the invention is applicable both
when the mobile terminal is in its home network and when
it roams in a visited network, as long as the home network
and the visited network, respectively, supports the en-
hanced security algorithms (it is sufficient that the home
network is aware of the existence of the algorithms).
Since the latter case, when the mobile roams into a visited
network, is somewhat more complex, we will briefly de-
scribe an exemplary network architecture including both
a home network and a visited network with reference to
Fig. 5. In addition to a general network architecture, Fig.
5 also illustrates the involved nodes for each of a number
of exemplary communication systems.
[0050] The overall network architecture includes a mo-
bile terminal 100, a network access point 200, one or
more so-called security-enabling nodes 300 in the visited
network and one or more subscriber-handling network,
nodes 400 in the home network. The network access
point may for example be a BTS (Base Transceiver Sta-
tion) node, a node B or a W-LAN access point, depending
on the considered communication system. Basically, the
security-enabling nodes 300 in the visited network have
to provide support for user authentication, in which mo-
bile terminals authenticate towards the network in order
to gain access to the network services. This authentica-
tion may also serve as a base for billing the users. The
basic security protocols of modern communication sys-
tems normally involve a challenge-response authentica-
tion and key agreement (AKA) procedure. The AKA pro-
cedure is most often based on symmetric cryptography
using a secret key shared between the mobile terminal
and the home network, as previously described. In the
mobile terminal 100, the shared secret key is normally
stored in a subscriber identity module such as the GSM
SIM, USIM, ISM, WIM, or more generally in a UICC. In
the home network, one or more network nodes 400 han-
dles the subscribers and related security information. The
subscriber-handling node(s) 400 of the home network
communicates with the security-enabling node(s) 300 in
the visited network, usually transferring AKA-related in-
formation and optionally also security policy information
from the home network to the visited network. In accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment of the invention,
the security-enabling node(s) also includes functionality
for selecting a suitable security algorithm for protected
communication with the mobile terminal. Preferably, the
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security-enabling node(s) 300 is implemented with a key
modification function for modifying the normal AKA out-
put key(s) in dependence on the selected algorithm to
provide support for the enhanced security algorithms ac-
cording to the invention. These security-enabling nodes
may also include the actual cryptographic engines for
security processing such as ciphering. However, in some
systems such as GSM, the ciphering is implemented in
the actual base transceiver station acting as the network
access point.
[0051] The algorithm selection, key modification and
the actual ciphering may be implemented in a single
node, or distributed over several nodes. Often, algorithm
selection and key modification is implemented in the
same node. Alternatively, however, the algorithm selec-
tion and key modification may be distributed over multiple
network nodes if desired. Depending on the system im-
plementatton, the actual ciphering or other security
processing may or may not be co-located with the key
generation functionality. In the latter case, the modified
algorithm-specific key to be used in the ciphering algo-
rithm may have to be transferred to a separate node, in
which the ciphering is performid.
[0052] For a GSM system, the security-enabling nodes
typically correspond to the BSC (Base Station Controller)
and the MSC/VLR mobile Switching Center/Visited Lo-
cation Register). On the home network side, the
HLR/AuC (Home Location Register/Authentication Cent-
er) of the GSM network will normally handle Subscribers
and security-related information. The subscriber-han-
dling network node(s) 300 may naturally be a home op-
erator HLR/AuC, possibly involving an AAA (Authoriza-
tion, Authentication and Accounting) server that may or
may not be co-located with the authentication center,
However, it may also be a broker acting as a general
authentication center, or identity center, for a number of
different network operators, Basically, on the network
side the proposed solution only requires extension of the
algorithm identifiers and implementation of an algorithm-
specific key modification in a suitable place in the BSC
or in the MSC/VLR. In GSM, the actual ciphering is ex-
ecuted in the BTS base station. This means that the mod-
ified key has to be forwarded from the BSC to the base
station for the actual ciphering. Hence, the BTS may also
be considered as part of the security-enabling node(s).
Standard authentication and key agreement parameters
are typically obtained from the HLR/AuC.
[0053] For a GPRS/GSM system, both key modifica-
tion and ciphering are typically implemented in the SGSN
(Serving GPRS Support Node) node, which also handles
authentication of subscribers in the visited network. The
GSM BSS (Base Station System) with its BTS base sta-
tion thus has a more passive role in this context, com-
pared to the pure GSM case.
[0054] For a 3GPP W-LAN system. the security-ena-
bling nodes typically correspond to the proxy AAA node
and the WSN/FA (W-LAN Serving Node), which interacts
with the W-LAN Access Point (AP). Standard authenti-

cation and key agreement parameters are obtained from
the HLR/AuC and an AAA server.
[0055] For a UMTS system, the access point is the
NodeB, and the security-enabling nodes correspond to
the RNC (Radio Network Controller) and the MSC nodes.
In the home network, the HLR/AuC takes care of the nec-
essary interaction with the Mac and RNC nodes.
[0056] For an IP Multimedia sub-system, the Proxy
CSCF (Call State Control Function) node corresponds
to the security-enabling node, and may include algorithm-
specific key modification to enhance security for applica-
tion-level control signaling. In future generations of the
IMS system, user data may also be protected by employ-
ing a key modification according to the invention. In the
home network, a HSS (Home Subscriber System) node
provides the required authentication and key agreement
parameters and the Serving CSCF normally authenti-
cates IMS subscribers.
[0057] Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
overview of the enhanced cipher mode setup and key
modification procedure according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the invention, related to the specific case of
GSM. In a MS classmark similar to that standardized in
TS24.008, a list of algorithms supported by the mobile is
transferred from the mobile terminal 100 to the BSS
(Base Station System), preferably to the BSC 310 via the
BTS base station 200, assuming that the algorithm de-
cision or negotiation takes place in the BSC. The list of
supported algorithms preferably includes at least the en-
hanced security algorithms A5/1’, A5/2’, A5/3’, but pos-
sibly also the basic algorithms A5/1, A5/2 and A 5/3. The
MSC 320 transfers a list of algorithms allowed by the
security policy of the visited network to the BSS system
and more particularly to the BSC 310 in a CMC (Cipher
Mode Command) command similar to that standardized
in TS48.008. The BSS system, and especially the BSC
310 then normally selects an algorithm for protected com-
munication with the mobile terminal based on the list of
supported algorithms and the list of allowed algorithms
and, if an enhanced security algorithm is selected, pref-
erably derives an algorithm-spedfic security key. The
BSS system also transmits an algorithm identifier of the
selected algorithm to the mobile terminal in a radio inter-
face CMC command similar to that standardized in TS
44.018, For example, the key derivation can be accom-
plished by calculating the modified key in the BSC 310
in dependence on the selected algorithm. Alternatively,
the MSC 320 calculates algorithm-specific modified keys
for all the algorithms allowed by the visited network and
transfers them, preferably in connection with the CMC
command, to the BSC, which in turn selects the algorithm
and extracts the appropriate key from the calculated set
of keys. In GSM, the actual ciphering is performed by the
BTS base station 200 of the BSS system. The mobile
terminal 100 is here provided with a key modification
functionality according to the invention and applies the
algorithm identifier, possibly together with additional in-
formation, into the key modification function to generate
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a corresponding algorithm-specific key to be used for ci-
phering.
[0058] As previously mentioned, the algorithm selec-
tion made by the visited network may be checked against
a security policy of the home network such that one can
be ensured that the selected algorithm is accepted by
the home network. Normally, this means that a list of
algorithms allowed by the home network is transferred
to the mobile terminal. This information is preferably in-
tegrity protected so that the mobile can be sure that the
information has not been tampered with, as will be de-
scribed later on.
[0059] The invention preferably also provides support
for replay protection, basic network authentication and/or
secure algorithm selection, preferably based on encod-
ing or embedding information into existing AKA informa-
tion such as the random challenge RAND used in the
AKA procedure with the mobile terminal. If one can also
accept modifications to the AuC or corresponding node
on the home network side, replay protection, network au-
thentication as well as further enhancements to the se-
curity can be achieved as will be discussed below.
[0060] The RAND value is supposed to be random,
but it is possible to use a few bits of RAND to signal some
additional information from the home network (AuC) to
the terminal to further enhance the security. The above
embodiments fix the problems with key-uniqueness per
algorithm, but they do not generally remove problems
with replay or lack of network authentication. The exem-
plary solution below accomplishes this with minimal ad-
ditional changes (to the AuC and terminal only) and no
new signaling.
[0061] Fig. 7 is a schematic basic signal diagram ac-
cording to a further exemplary, preferred embodiment of
the invention, including security algorithm enhancements
with integrated replay protection and network authenti-
cation. For simplicity, the below example is related to the
GSM case, but the mechanisms described are not limited
thereto as will be readily understood by the skilled person.

1. The terminal signals which updated algorithms
that it supports, preferably together with its subscrib-
er ID to the visited network and the MSC/VLR node.
2. The visited network forwards the subscriber ID to
the home network, and more particularly to the
HLR/AuC or corresponding node.
3. In this particular embodiment, the AuC forms
RAND values as follows. (Assuming that RAND is
normally 128 bits in size).

A. The AuC maintains for each mobile (SIM) a
counter, c, of the number of authentications per-
formed for said mobile. This counter may for ex-
ample be t = 16 bits in size, and is allowed to
wrap modulo 2^16. The counter c is a represent-
ative example of replay protection information.

B. A (128-t-m)-bit random value R, is generated

in the AuC, where m is determined below.

C. The value r = R L c L 00...0 (as many zeros
as required to make r 128 bits in size, i.e. m bits)
is run through the GSM key generation function,
obtaining a key k. Alternatively, some other pad-
ding scheme can be used. More generally, r is
a function f of R and c and possibly also other
optional information.

D. The value RAND = r L MAC(k, r) is formed
and is used to generate the ciphering key Kc
and the expected response XRES. Here, MAC
(Message Authentication Code) is a message
authentication function, e.g. HMAC, truncated
to m bits, e.g. m = 32. The MAC is a represent-
ative example of network authentication infor-
mation.

4-5. RAND is sent to the mobile as usual (and Kc,
XRES is sent to the visited network).
6. The AuC increases c by one. On the terminal side
the following actions are preferably performed:

A. The mobile also maintains a counter c’, of the
number of authentications it has made.

B. When the mobile receives RAND it extracts
r and c from it.

C. The mobile checks that c is "ahead" (see be-
low) of its local c’ value. If not, it aborts the pro-
tocol.

D. Otherwise, the mobile then sends r to the SIM,
and derives k (re-using the SIM.

E. The mobile checks whether MAC is correct
by calculating XMAC(k, r) and comparing MAC
and XMAC. If MAC is not correct, the mobile
aborts the protocol.

F. If on the other hand the MAC is correct, the
network authenticity has been verified. The mo-
bile also updates its counter by setting c’ = c.

7. The mobile invokes the SIM again, but now with
the fun RAND as input to obtain RES and Kc.
8. The terminal sends RES to the network side.
9. The visited network normally checks RES by com-
parison with XRES received from the home network,
to authenticate the termimal.
10. The visited network selects one of the updated
enhanced algorithms supported by the terminal and
initiates ciphering,
11. The visited network sends the algorithm ID to the
terminal.
12. The terminal initiates ciphering based on the se-
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lected updated algorithm including algorithm-de-
pendent key modification.

[0062] The mobile can now communicate with the vis-
ited network. Note that due to the pseudo-random prop-
erties of the MAC function, the decrease in relative en-
tropy of RAND is small, basically only the bits correspond-
ing to the counter are lost.
[0063] To check if c is "ahead" we use normal se-
quence number arithmetic. Two t-bit values, a and b are
compared as follows. If 

or 

then we say that a is "ahead" of b, otherwise it is not. An
alternative solution could be to use a timestamp as replay
protection information instead of a counter,
[0064] Since the MAC is calculated over r which in-
cludes the value c, there will be some integrity protection
for this data as well. It is noticed that if an attacker mod-
ifies the replay protection information, the MAC can not
be verified and the protocol will be aborted. Anyway, in-
dependently of whether or not a MAC is used, the RAND
value will not be the same anymore, resulting in an in-
correct RES that does not match the expected response
XRES on the network side. Hence, there is no possibility
of successful user authentication if someone has tam-
pered with the RAND value.
[0065] Alternatively, the replay protection and network
authentication aspects may be separated and executed
independently of each other. For replay protection, a
counter value or a timestamp may be encoded or other-
wise embedded into the RAND value. For basic network
authentication, key-dependent authentication informa-
tion such as a MAC code or similar is calculated on the
network side and transmitted to the mobile terminal for
verification.
[0066] Further improvements are also possible by
combining the above principles with some additional ide-
as that have already been proposed, e.g. in the contri-
bution [2]. For instance, a few extra bits of RAND can be
allocated for signaling a security policy from the home
network to the mobile.
[0067] In the invention, for exemple, the j:th bit of
RAND may be set to 1 if and only if algorithm number j
(according to some agreed numbering of algorithms) is
allowed to be used by the mobile. An entire list of algo-

rithms allowed by the home network may thus be com-
municated embedded in the RAND. The mobile terminal
can then check if the algorithm selected by the visited
network is accepted by the home network. If not, the mo-
bile terminal will abort the protocol, It is also possible and
desirable to provide integrity protection by caculating a
MAC over the information on security algorithms allowed
by the home network,
[0068] If desired, replay protection, network authenti-
cation and secure algorithm selection can thus all be in-
tegrated, e.g. by letting the value r = R L c L allowed al-
gorithms L 00...0 (as many zeros as required to make r
for example 128 bits in size). The value RAND = r L MAC
(k, r) is formed and is used to generate the ciphering key
Kc and the expected response XRES. The value r, the
counter value c as well as the information on algorithms
allowed by the home network are extracted by the mobile,
and the MAC is checked.
[0069] An advantage of the invention is that the solu-
tion can co-exist with other proposals, including those
outlined in references [2, 3]. While the proposals [2, 3]
do enhance various security aspects, neither of them pro-
vides desired key-separation. This means that if algo-
rithms X and Y are both allowed and supported, then the
mobile can potentially end up running both X and Y with
the same key, Kc.
[0070] Compared to the basic key modification reali-
zations, with replay protection, network authentication
and/or secure algorithm selection, the only additional
node that needs modifications is the HLR/AuC on the
network side. In third generation networks, the CSCF
(Call State Control Function) node in the IP Multimedia
sub-system needs to be updated in the basic key modi-
fication realizations, and with replay protection, network
authentication and/or secure algorithm selection, the
HSS (Home Subscriber System) node also requires mod-
ification.
[0071] The embodiments described above are merely
given as examples, and it should be understood that the
present invention is not limited thereto.
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Claims

1. A method of enhancing security for protected com-
munication based on a key agreement procedure
(S1) in a mobile communications network serving a
mobile terminal (100) having at least one basic cryp-
tographic security algorithm (24), said method com-
prising the steps of:

- selecting an enhanced version of a basic cryp-
tographic security algorithm for communication
between the mobile terminal (100) and the net-
work side (S2);
- modifying a basic security key resulting from
the key agreement procedure in dependence on
an algorithm identifier identifying the selected
enhanced version of the security algorithm to
generate an algorithm-specific security key
(S3);
- applying the basic cryptographic security algo-
rithm with the algorithm-specific security key as
key input to enhance security for protected com-
munication in said mobile communications net-
work (S4).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of selecting
an enhanced version of the basic cryptographic se-
curity algorithm is performed on the network side,
and said method further comprises the step of trans-
mitting information representative of the selected en-
hanced version to the mobile terminal (100).

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the basic crypto-
graphic security algorithm (24) together with the al-
gorithm-specific modification of said basic security
key correspond to the enhanced version.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of selecting
an enhanced version of the security algorithm is
based on a list of supported algorithms from the mo-
bile terminal (100) and a list of algorithms allowed
by the network.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said security algo-
rithms are configured for at least one of data confi-
dentiality, data integrity and authentication.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps
of:

- said network side embedding replay protection
information into a random challenge used for au-
thentication and key agreement with the mobile
terminal (100);
- said mobile terminal (100) extracting said re-
play protection information from said random
challenge; and
- said mobile terminal performing a replay pro-

tection check based on the extracted replay pro-
tection information.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said replay protec-
tion information is counter-based or time-based.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of modify-
ing the basic security key is performed based on a
software-implemented cryptographic modify func-
tion.

9. The method according to claim 1 wherein the cryp-
tographic modify function is a one-way function
and/or a pseudo-random function.

10. A mobile terminal (100) for operation in a mobile
communications network, said mobile terminal com-
prising:

- authentication and key agreement, AKA, func-
tionality (10);
- an engine for a basic cryptographic security
algorithm (24);
- means for modifying a basic security key from
said AKA functionality (10) in response to an al-
gorithm identifier identifying a selected en-
hanced version of the basic cryptographic secu-
rity algorithm to generate an algorithm-specific
security key for input to said basic cryptographic
security algorithm engine to enhance security
for protected communication in said mobile
communications network.

11. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 10, wherein the
enhanced version of the basic security algorithm is
selected from the network side, and said mobile ter-
minal (100) is operable for receiving the algorithm
identifier from the network side.

12. The mobile terminal (100) of claim 10, wherein the
basic cryptographic security algorithm together with
the modification of said basic security key into an
algorithm-specific security key correspond to the en-
hanced cryptographic security algorithm.

13. A network node (300) for operation in a mobile com-
munications network that supports at least one basic
cryptographic security algorithm (24) and serves a
mobile terminal (100), said network node (300) com-
prising:

- means for selecting an enhanced version of
the basic cryptographic security algorithm (24)
for protected communication with the mobile ter-
minal (100),
- means for deriving from a basic security key
resulting from a key agreement procedure, and
in dependence on an algorithm identifier identi-
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fying the selected enhanced version, an algo-
rithm-specific security key corresponding to the
selected enhanced version for input to the basic
cryptographic security algorithm (24) to en-
hance security for protected communication in
said mobile communications network.

14. The network node (300) of claim 13, further compris-
ing means for communicating algorithm-specific in-
formation corresponding to the selected algorithm to
the mobile terminal.
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